
 
 
When you are comparing a Hot Spring to another spa brand it really 
isn't apples to apples. The Hot Spring offers you quite a few important 
features that you cannot get with another brand spa. Rather than saying 
anything negative about a competitive product, let’s just be brief and 
mention a few important features the Hot Spring has that you would 
regret not having.... 
 
1. Filtration (100% no-bypass) where EVERY drop of water is filtered 
24/7, especially when you are in the spa, making the water the 
dirtiest. NO OTHER BRAND THAN HOT SPRING WILL DO THIS FOR YOU.ALL OTHER 
SPAS BYPASS THE FILTER WHEN THE JET PUMP IS ON, AND JUST RECYCLE DIRTY 
WATER FROM THE FOOTWELL OF THE SPA, SUCKING IT UP THROUGH SUCTION 
FITTINGS AND FORCING IT BACK INTO THE TUB THROUGH THE JETS. Hot Spring 
Result:  Cleanest water, greatest peace of mind that you are clean and 
so is your spa. Money, water and time saved: no scum lines, longer time 
between draining and refilling your spa, easiest to maintain. A Hot 
Spring is like having live-in housekeeping service for your spa.  
 
2. Moto massage jet! There is nothing like this jet in any other brand 
of spa. It is constantly moving so you don't have to, recessed for most 
comfortable massage, fully adjustable for speed and pressure for 
customizing your massage and doing this on BOTH sides of your back. 
There is a reason it is patented. Meet your new friend Dr.Moto, on-call 
24/7 to relieve pain and stress with no co-pay, appointment or waiting. 
 
3. Hot Spring spas are the ONLY spas that are silent-running ALL the 
time. All other brands have a factory-installed clean up cycle that 
kicks on around 3 AM to clean up the water that got dirty from 
bypassing it while you were in it 4 hours earlier (see #1). You cannot 
program out this cycle and sales people won't tell you about it, but 
imagine the whine of a jet pump (with no pump shroud- more about this 
next!) coming on while you are trying to sleep. Not good.  
 
4. Now let’s talk about the pump shroud. Only Hot Spring has the 
exclusive pump shroud. That means all other brands allow heat (up to 
130 degrees) to build up inside the equipment compartment and 
constantly baste the electronics w/ high heat, shortening their 
lifespan. That pump shroud also makes our spas the quietest when the 
jet pump is on. The pump shroud also collects that super hot air and 
recycles it back into the spa, saving you 86 cents on the dollar on 
your heating costs. Only a Hot Spring is a true hybrid, using more than 
just electricity to heat the spa.  
 
There are quite a few other differences, i.e. rodent-proof screens, 
patented cover lifters that lift the cover by the foam core, not the 
vulnerable hinge, Tri-X filters you can pop in your dishwasher, the 
gorgeous new lighting system for above and below water lighting. Come 
in and we can tell you about yet other exclusive features that set us 
apart! 
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